
The historic Devon Show Grounds welcomed back
competitors to the Dixon Oval on Thursday morning to kick off
the 2023 Devon Fall Classic. Spectators were eager to watch
the highlight class of the day, the $5,000 Welcome Jumper
Stake Table II sponsored by Breakaway Farm. Entertaining
the crowd as they topped the field of 24 competitive duos was
Laura Chapot and C & C Willow.

Laura Chapot and C & C Willlow had their game faces on as
they confidently walked through the arch as the pair went 11th
in the order. Aboard Mary Chapot’s 8-year-old Irish Sport
Horse mare, Chapot proved that the Devon Horse Show is
Where Champions Meet. Setting the tone with a textbook
double clear round, the duo crossed the timers in the jump off
round with a time of 37.734 seconds. Not one pair was able to
catch up with Chapot’s fast time throughout the entirety of the
class.

Following closely behind to capture the red ribbon was Sloane
Coles and Ninja Jw Van De Moerhoeve. This horse and rider
combination put their all on the table to try and capture the
first place title but fell short by 42.614 seconds. Cole’s mount,
owned by The Ninja Group, is a 10-year-old Belgian
Warmblood. 

Closing out the top three was Andrew Ross and Cornet's
Cobalt. Cornet Cobalt, owned by Ross himself, is a 10-year-
old Belgian Warmblood gelding earned the third place ribbon
with a time of 44.804.
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The first day of the 10th Annual Devon Fall Classic Horse
Show kicked off with a full slate of jumper competition
Thursday, September 14. The famed Dixon Oval on the
historic grounds of the Devon Horse Show featured many
talented riders and their mounts across several jumper
classes, including the $3,000 1.40m Table II. 

The class was set to a Table II, 2(b) format which featured an
immediate jump off if the rider posted a clear effort in round
one. At the highest jumping height of the day, riders and their
mounts were challenged to keep a consistent pace throughout
the Peter Grant (CAN) designed track to approach each jump
in stride. The class featured a 13-effort course that included
six oxers and two double combination jumps. The competitors
were set to a pace of 76 seconds in the time allowed. For
those that qualified for the jump off, the course was reduced
to seven efforts with a double combination at jump five. 

Of the total entries, a total of two horse and rider
combinations posted clear first round efforts to qualify for the
jump off and vie for the blue ribbon. 

As first in the order of go, Kama Godek set the bar high
aboard her own Conny 409 with a double clear effort. The duo
set the pace in the jump off at a time of 43.990 seconds. 

Godek and the seven year old Oldenburg mare ultimately held
the only clear first round until Godek entered the ring for a
second time aboard another of her own mounts, Lady
Stakkata. Godek and Lady Stakkata put together a faster
jump off time, however the pair had an early rail in the round
that settled them into second place. 

Godek and Conny 409 posted the only double clear effort of
the class. 
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Thank you to our vendors!
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For More information on the devon Fall classic, please visit:
www.devonhorseshow.net


